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Perhaps you noticed unwanted spammy links, a sudden fall in traffic, irregular server usage or maybe an unhappy 

customer sent an email because they’ve been redirected to another site. When it comes to fixing your website, you really 

only have two options: Fix it yourself or hire someone to fix it. Repairing your own website requires some technical cyber 

knowledge and often times fixing the visible issues don’t even repair the core problem. 

 
The Complete Repair

Sectigo Web Remediate Plan is an automated website repair solution that not only fixes the effects of a hack but repairs 

the root cause when applicable and then backups a clean copy for future use. Whether it’s a plugin conflict, broken 

themes disrupting normal site activity, malicious hidden codes wreaking havoc or causing blacklisting by search engines, 

the Sectigo Web Remediate Plan has the tools to help restore websites, completely and quickly.

Every website is a target 
Regardless of a website’s size or purpose, all 
are susceptible to plugin conflicts, automated 

bad bot attacks, or any complex technical 
issue caused by nefarious online actors.

4 Reasons to choose
WEB REMEDIATE

25% 
increase in cyber attacks on 

smaller SMB websites

80% 
of websites run outdated 

version of their CMS

58% 
of malware attack victims  

are small businesses

65% 
of lost data is from accidental 

deletion, hardware or software 

1. DETECT 
Find security risks with daily  complete web scans

2. PATCH 
Perform automatic regular updates of virtual 
patches for all CMS’

3. CLEAN 
Unlimited automatic malware removal & infection 
remediation

4. BACKUP 
Copy, save & restore sites automatically if anything 
changes

Sectigo Web Remediate is the ideal set of web security tools for website owners needing 

to quickly repair their hacked site. It takes away the hassle and complexities that comes 

with web security with automatic set-it and forget it tools that go beyond malware 

cleaning. Daily CMS and plugin updates can be followed by creating backup copies of 

clean websites and data - ready to be restored at any time. Sectigo Remediate plan 

 keeps websites live and online - maintaining positive brand power, customer trust and 

more sales.

Enjoy the Benefits of Unlimited Repair, Patch, Cleanup, Backup and Restore 

17.6M

2,354

websites have malware  
at any given time

average bot visits per  
site per week

$150
is the average cost  
per stolen record

62
attacks per day per  

average site 
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REMEDIATE

WEB DETECT

Number of Web Pages 500 pages

Malware Scans Once Daily

Comprehensive Threat Analysis

Vulnerability Detection

Blacklist Monitoring

Chat. Email, & Phone Support

WEB PATCH

Automated CMS Core Patching Unlimited

Automated CMS Plugin Patching Unlimited

Automated CMS Theme Patching Unlimited

WEB CLEAN

Automated Malware File Scans Unlimited

Automated Malware File Removal Unlimited

Automated Malware Code Removal Unlimited

Automated Malware Database Scans Unlimited

Automated Malware Database Cleaning Unlimited

Malware and Vulnerability Removal SLA 12 hours

SPAM Domain Scans

XSS Vulnerability Scans 500 pages

SQL Injection Scans 500 pages

WEB BACKUP & RESTORE

Number of Websites 10

Backup Storage Limit 5 GB

Auto Backup Daily

File Change Monitoring

Number of Restores Unlimited

Number of Database Covered Unlimited

Web Remediate Plan Features

Most website owners aren’t website experts  

and certainly are not cybersecurity experts.  

Online security can’t be an afterthought and  

now being able to continuously clean their  

website of malicious infections and update  

their CMS  regularly is only clicks away  

with the SECTIGO WEB REMEDIATE plan.

DETECT. PATCH.
Daily auto scheduled scans

Accurate scans will find hidden threats

Automatically receive notifications of  
found threats

Automatically patch outdated themes & plugins

Expert support available anytime

CLEAN. BACKUP.
Automatically remove any found malware

Receive automatic notifications of file changes

Automated or scheduled backups

One-click restore or download

Detailed scan and repair ‘post’ reports

Compatible with any website CMS

SSL support and integration


